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The best time to plant a tree  
was twenty years ago.
The next best time is now.
Ugandan saying

Teak seedlings at 
 ShareWood plantation F27 

(Fazenda Nova Era) 
 planted in 2012

«
»



For centuries, forests and timber plantations have represented stable asset values. Today 

they continue to provide secure protection for investing the assets of families and institu-

tions. Family names synonymous with entrepreneurship such as Merckle, Piëch or Thurn 

und Taxis are found among the most extensive forest landholders. Even Munich Re, the 

world’s leading reinsurer, and the elite Harvard and Yale Universities protect their assets 

through the renewable resources of wood.

Eight good reasons to invest in trees:

» Demand for wood has been growing for decades

» Prices are rising due to reductions in supply

» The intrinsic value of wood is independent of stock markets and financial markets

» As trees grow, their value increases from year to year

» Regular thinning provides timber sales disbursements

» Investments in wood are stable, profitable and beneficial to the environment

» Tree ownership is not significantly affected by currency risks or inflation

» Returns are tax-free through direct investment

As the leading provider of forestry investment opportunities, we have been able to docu-

ment the payment of over two million Swiss francs to our tree owners in the form of sales 

disbursements since ShareWood was founded in 2007. Average annual returns from this 

renewable resource fall within the range of 6.0 and 8.9 % IRR.

How you can profit from partnering with ShareWood

» Solid and continuous growth of your investment (annual yield of 6 to 12 %)

» High level of security through transfer of ownership and insurance protection

» Periodic sales of harvested timber to long-standing buyers and processing by 

 established partner companies

» Investment in stable currencies: Swiss francs (CHF) or euros (€ )

Buying trees through ShareWood: your advantages

Wood – 
a secure value for the future
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…so much that we manufacture our  
own  furniture and accessories.
Learn more at www.blueteak.ch
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Federal Univ. Of Mato 
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bank manager
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ShareWood Group Management

We love wood« »

ShareWood eucalyptus plantation F50 
Rio Vermelho, planted in 2013.



The Swiss corporate ShareWood Group is a pioneer in the 

area of sustainable management of forests and planta-

tions. Our success story is based on a single clear principle: 

respect for nature and efficient action. Our motto, Profit 

and Nature in Harmony, expresses this foundation.

As a sign of our responsibility, we are vigilant in protecting 

biodiversity and variety of species at our plantations. It 

goes without saying that we only develop lands that have 

been released for use by environmental authorities. At our 

sites, we recognise our social responsibility: we maintain 

intensive contacts with local partners and domestic buyers 

and contribute as an employer to improving the living con-

ditions of many individuals. Through collaboration with 

joint venture partners in the area of wood processing as 

well as our direct sales to domestic and international buy-

ers, we have developed a well-established sales structure.

Our world-class wood fetches a high price 

on the market. Our BlueTeak quality label 

signifies plantation teak wood grown 

through guaranteed reforesting and sustainable manage-

ment. In cooperation with Wohngeist AG, moreover, we 

manufacture premium residential furniture, accessories 

and products for industry and the retail trade. In this way, 

ShareWood embraces the entire value chain.

The ShareWood Group

A wealth of experience for 
accumulating wealth

ShareWood Switzerland AG

Headquarters and parent company in Zurich: sustainable investments in premium woods

ShareWood do Brasil
Reflorestadora Ltda.

Plantation management

Agroflorestal
Nova Era Ltda.

Land ownership, land purchasing

ShareWood Industria
de Madeiras Ltda.

Wood processing, wood finishing,
plantation management

Agroflorestal
Nova Milenio Ltda.

Land ownership, land purchasing

Brazilian subsidiaries:

The ShareWood Group:

ShareWood as a reliable partner

» Over 60 permanent employees in Switzerland 

and  Brazil

» Professional management and proven distribution 

channels

» Managed by Swiss forestry and agricultural specialists

» Opportunities for on-site inspection of plantations
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Fluctuations in this  
investment are  
comparatively slight.

Carsten Herzog, forest investment expert at 
Aquila Capital, Hamburg (Manager Magazine)

A business investment in forests 
and wood can yield stable reviews 
for investors while protecting 
funds against inflation.

Andreas Toller, on-line finance specialist 
 (WirtschaftsWoche)

This is a stable asset value  
and renewable resource 
that enjoys growing demand.

Jens Spudy, managing partner, Spudy & Co. 
 Family Office, Hamburg (FAZ.net)

Financial experts offer their view 
on timber investment 

« « «

We are extremely satisfied.  
Revenues are predictable  
over the long term.

Newly harvested teak lumber  
following thinning.

«
»

» » »



As the world’s population continues to expand, there is a corresponding increase in the 

need for wood. Consumption of this resource, which amounted to 4.13 billion cubic metres 

in 2020, will grow to an estimated 5.14 billion cubic metres by 2050. The reason is easy to 

see: with its stability, flexibility and biological properties, wood is a versatile raw materi-

al. As one of the few renewable construction materials, wood is increasingly replacing 

other materials such as plastic, concrete, stone or steel.

Sources: The 2019 Revision, Agritegra, zoll, 2019 and its own data.

Why demand for wood is increasing

Wood, the raw material 
for a growing world

Despite high demand, there is an increasing awareness of the source of wood. Most of 

today’s processors and consumers demand wood produced from identifiable sources. 

Added to this are enhanced governmental monitoring techniques. For example: the im-

port, export and trading of illegal wood has been banned in the EU and Brazil since March 

2013. It remains true that only a small portion of the world’s need is met by sustainable 

reforestation. In this area as well, ShareWood is blazing a trail in its complete commitment 

to ecologically compatible cultivation and management methods.
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The most important buyers of ShareWood teak

ShareWoods Kantholz aus 
Teak – sogenannte Squares – werden 
von lokalen Händlern abgenommen. 

Work out your income opportunities

Teak 

Area # trees Currency Purchase price Teak wood annual price increase (estimate)

0 % 2.50 % 5 %

0.9 hectares 600 CHF 20’000 60’000 96’073 152’586

£ 16’667 50’000 80’061 127’155

1.8 hectares 1200 CHF 40’000 120’000 192’146 305’172

£ 33’333 100’000 160’122 254’310

4.5 hectares 3000 CHF 100’000 300’000 480’365 762’930

£ 83’333 250’000 400’304 635’775

9  hectares 6000 CHF 200’000 600’000 960’730 1’525’860

£ 166’667 500’000 800’608 1’271’550

Earnings* 6.0 % 8.7 % 11.3 %

A smart calculation!

Rate: CHF/£ 1.20 (January 2021)

Fuel (biodiesel)

» Wood fuel

» Various buyers in Brazil

Finishers

» Round timber
» Plywood sheets
» Decking

» Various buyers in Brazil
» Joint venture partners

Local market

» Round timber
» Decking

» Various buyers in Brazil
» Joint venture partners

Export market

» Round and squared  
timber

» Wood dealers
» End customers in Asia

Product focus

Buyers

The timber revenues and returns (IRR) shown are pure forecasts and are not guaranteed.



As your responsible partner, ShareWood accompanies you from planting to final harvest 

and the sale of your wood. The yield results from the interaction of two factors: the bio-

logical growth of trees and the increasing price of timber. Based on natural tree growth, 

wood volume exhibits a yearly increase. This ‘biological interest’ effect accounts on aver-

age for 6 % annual increase in value. Add to this the increase in the market price – in re-

cent years, the annual rate of increase in the price of teak wood amounted to between 

2.5 % and 5 %.

ShareWood has an established network of customers and partners. We take advantage of 

this to maximise returns through extensive finishing of the wood and utilisation of virtu-

ally the entire quantity of wood. Key factors such as wood quality, tree height and price 

are enhanced by good plantation management.

Calculating yield

Investment and the 
expectation of profits

Utilisation proportions over the entire harvest cycle

Round timber: 5 %

Plywood sheets: 55 %

Decking: 10 %

Squared timber: 10 %

Wood fuel: 20 %
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A managed forest is always 
in a state of development. 
It constantly takes CO2 
from the atmosphere 
and absorbs carbon (...) 
much more efficiently 
than unmanaged forests. 

Dr. Joachim Krug, World Forestry Institute, 
 Hamburg (forstpraxis.de, 28 March 2012)

«

»
ShareWood plantation 

F20 Teka Jauru,  
planted in 1998



Our raw materials 

Teak as CO2 compensation

The king of premium woods
Teak is one of the most durable wood species. It is rich in natural oils and secondary plant 

substances that protect it against fungi and pest infestations. Its higher-than-average 

rubber content makes the wood water-repellent and gives it a high level of stability. Be-

cause of these qualities, teak is highly sought after throughout the world – a safe and 

profitable investment for you.

Six factors in successful forestry investing

1 Seedlings of the highest grade and quality

2 Professional management plan

3 High soil quality

4 Plantation management with expert knowledge and experience

5 Established distribution channels for the wood

How to reduce your carbon footprint
One teak tree compensates for approximately 20 kilos of CO2 per year. 

At www.sharewood.com you can calculate your individual CO2 consumption and how 

many teak trees it would take to compensate for this footprint.
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As a tree owner, you contribute 
 actively to climate protection: 
every tree planting improves 
the global CO2 balance –  
and your conscience.

«

»

Three-month-old teak trees at 
ShareWood plantation F27

 (Fazenda Nova Era) 
planted in 2014

Advantages of the Mato Grosso growing region

» Stable climate

» Extensive land reserves

» No tsunamis or hurricanes

» Ideal soil characteristics

» Domestic market with potential



1

3

2

4

ShareWood’s risk
 and protection scheme 

A tree purchase signifies acquisition of the ownership of the trees (a natural product) with 

a short-, medium- and long-term outlook. A variety of economic contexts can affect the 

value of the trees. Like all natural products, trees are subject to environmental factors. In 

our growing regions, soil characteristics and the supply of sunlight and water are nearly 

perfect. Nevertheless, certain factors can affect the value of the wood, and the possibility 

of total loss cannot be excluded. Read on to learn some of the possible risks and how 

ShareWood seeks to protect against these.

Risks and protection

Deeply rooted and insured

Natural risks: fire, storms, pests,  
growth, etc. 

» Nataral properties of teak1

» Management by Swiss forestry and agri-
cultural specialists

» Loss insurance in the first four years after 
planting

» By the fifth year, a teak tree is practically 
 indestructible

Provider risks: provider-associated losses

» Transfer of tree ownership (legal report 
exists)

» Successful in the marketplace since 2007

Financial risks: prices, inflation, 
exchange rates, etc.

» ShareWood bears the risk of 
 inflation, since (investment) costs 
are fixed

» Flexibility over time: harvest shifts, 
wood storage

» Purchase by joint venture partner 
with additional processing in Brazil

Political risks

» Brazil is Latin America’s oldest 
 democracy

» ShareWood enjoys excellent 
relation ships with local authorities 
and in political circles

» Brazil is the world’s fifth-largest 
 economic power Teak1 is extremely fire-resistant after  

4 to 6 years and has essentially no 
 noteworthy pest vulnerability. Brazil lies 
outside the hurricane region.

ShareWood has no control over currency fluctuations, changes in the economy, inflation or 

political shifts.
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I was particularly impressed 
with the chance to invest 
 capital in an environmentally 
positive way.

Reto Camendzind, Wädenswil (CH)

«

»

ShareWood’s idea to promote 
visits by tree owners to see 
their own trees was very 
 satisfying to me. I have now 
seen with my own eyes 
that I made the right purchase 
to resell to my customers.

Manfred Maurer, Mettmenstetten (CH)

«

»

ShareWood teak plantation 
F22 (Três de Ouro)

planted in 1998

To witness how a plantation 
like this is developed 
and how much work is 
 involved – simply impressive.
André Hug, Schaffhausen (CH)

«

»



Does all this pique your interest?
Learn the details of this worthwhile investment opportunity. We will be happy to advise you 

personally at no cost or obligation. You can learn more about ShareWood and our products at 

www.sharewood.com.

At the website, you can also access our videos, which will take you on a journey to the growing 

region in Brazil. Read the travel reports of visitors to ShareWood plantations at https://www.

sharewood.com/brasilienreisen/.

Testimonials

Tree owners visit  
their trees
Between 2009 and 2018, 10 tree owners and their families travelled to Brazil to visit 

their trees growing on ShareWood plantations. Read their original travel reports in this 

booklet.

How to reach us:
» Phone + 41 44 488 48 48

» Fax     + 41 44 488 48 49

» Email info@sharewood.com
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ShareWood Switzerland AG 
Seestrasse 473 
Postal box 770 
8038 Zurich  
Switzerland

Phone +41 44 488 48 48 
Fax      +41 44 488 48 49

www.sharewood.com 
info@sharewood.com

CHE-113.591.781 MWST
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